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A" J have hccome more involved in the scbools throughout my lime as a Social Studlcs 
Education major, I have cornc to realize more and mare that  \).,/orId  War II and the Vietnam War 
espccially arc neglected within schools.  The majority' of  the  facts students know from thcse \',,'ars 
is  whal they have seefl in movies or 1Il photographs.  Howe\cr, these photographs can be  <.l 
misinterpretation of  the war as a whole.  In addition to all of  this, primary sourccs, photographs 
includcd. arc neglecled by social studies cducators al  the middle school and high schoollcvels. 
Tcachers oftcn do not have the time to dedieatc to  teaching students how to properly analy"7c 
different primary sources.  It is with this in mind that 1chose to create a websitc that looked at 
the photographs from World War II  and the Vietnam War.  In  addition to giving information and 
analyzing the photographs, I have included lesson plans available for teachers to  use if they 
wanted to  teach a lesson using the website I creatcd.  I chose to create a website because studcnts 
today are very interested in technology.  Having a website may interest students more than 
"imply in  written text or printed photographs.  In additiou, this wcbsite is available to anyone, 
teachers included, who would like to use it.  The website address is 
\-vv,w. rnabaIs. j web.bsu.eduJThesis 
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Simply look at the two images below that depict the end ofboth wars. The photograph from 
World War II  depicts happiness and celebration over a victory. The other photograph. which is 
from the Vietnam War, is an evacuation in which hundreds ofSoulh Vietnamese were left. 
behind to  the mercy ofCommunist North Vietnam after the Americans had already given up and 
left. 
ictory in Japan Day Photograph by Alfred 
Eisenstaedt Fall of Saigon 
Despite these differences, one similarity was that these two wars were the most 
photographed l,I,'ars.  Many of these photographs appeared in magazines and  ne\l,,'spapers, giving 
the public visual updates about the war. Thc nc\\"spapers and magazines lhal printed photographs 
from these wars had similar intentions when displaying these photographs. However, their 
interpretations hy the public were often quite different. Within this website, photographs from 
World War II and the Vietnam War will be explored. II will explore similarities and differenees 
betv.'een types of photographs and potential reasons for these similarities and differences. In 
addition, the website will explain the pholographers and explore potential differences in the 
photographs because of  the photographer and the war. In the Background Information, there  is  inJommtion on the background histon of censorship 
during the wars and  technological changes in photography especially dealing with combat 
photography. In addition, lhere are pages that explain World War II and the Vietnam \Var. 
In  American Reactions, there is infonnation ahout American public reaclions to the 
photographs from  the wars. 
In the Photographic Manipulations, there is infonnation about how photographs can cause 
people to misinterpret photographs. The phoLograph might not give the entire stOT\' or it could 
give an image to the reader that is not entirelv true. 
Non-Combat describes photographs taken from  the war that do not deal directly with the 
fighting.  [t describes the similarities between the wars. 
Combat Photographers describes the differences in the types of  photographers during the wars. 
Reasons explains the purpose of  this website and why the topic was chosen. 
Finally the Resoun:es page is  for teachers.  [t includes a couple lesson plans or ideas for lessons 
when teaching using this website or in general about tbese wars. In order to gel a complete underslanding of the photographs discussed on this website, 
including the differences and similarities bel\\-een the \.... ar photographs. some actual knowlcdge 
about the wars and photography is needed. The lirsl necessary infollllation needed by a viewer to 
this site is background information on World \Var II and the Vietnam War. Click here to see 
information on \Vorld War or the Vietnam \Var!!. 
However, it is not enough to have only background information on the wars. Since this 
website deals with photography it is also important to ha\'e a basic understanding of  how war 
photography has undergone many changes over the years. One of the main reasons for these 
changes was due to  advancement in camera technology. Another reason for the major changes 
was due to changes in military censorship. Different images were allowed as time went on, 
leading to  (h~  different photographs that began appearing in the later wars. Click here to see 
infonnatlon on changes in technolog\' or censorship. ~10S1 people never set their eyes upon war to witness it firsthand. They never will see a 
baltic bC(l..veen enemies, never see bombs rain down upon their homes, nor will they ever see 
friends or family shot before their eyes. However, there is still this curiosity in people to viey, 
these images of war from a safe distance. Since its invention, the camera has been the means 
through which these images have been supplied to the civilian. 
Photography has been used in  American wars sincc the 1860s in the American 
Civil War. Then, photographs were harder to take than they would be in later years. These black 
and white images largely consisted of  the ground littered with the dead after battles. They were 
not the action shots that would come during later wars. Instead, photographs largely showed the 
al1cmlath of war. 
By World War [I, the technology for cameras had  expanded. In the 1930s, the 
invention of the 35 nun Leiea camera al1o\\ied for more mobility on the part of  the photographer. 
This would become crueiallo later war photographyI-. 
Despite the fact  that il was not a part of technological changes. the deve10pmem 
of Magnum Photos had a major impact on photography, including the war photography. 
According to its four founders, Robert Capa, Henri Cartier-Bresson, George Rodger, and David 
SeyTIlour, it was developed in  1947 with the idea of"emphasizing not only what is seen but also 
the way one sees it.f!" The point ofthe website was to allow photographers a means of making a 
living taking photographs based on their own ideas. It allowed them to take photographs that 
(hey chose instead of v,'hat the magazine and newspaper editors wanted. Another major difference \vith Magnum Photos "'as that it gave the photographers eopYTights oftheir work. 
ChIs way the photographer could sel1  his or her photographs to a \"aricty ofmagazines instead or 
one magazine having the rights 10 all ofche photographs0. The development of  Magnum Photos 
hroughl about a new fOIDl  ofphoLojoumalism. When photography first came into existence, the military realized it  needed to exert some 
control over what was shown to the pubhe. In early wars. censorship was a nonn. Top military 
personnel would not allow for eertain photographs to be taken. This was one reason why many 
ofthe photographs taken were of  the aftermalh ofa battle and did not clearly show dead 
individuals. The scenes were usually fcom  far away, the blood or faces not clearly visible. An 
example of military censorship was dming World War I, photographers were not even allowed at 
the frontlines during fightin~. 
By the beginning of World War 11,  mililary censorship had lightened. Photographers were 
allowed in the thick of  battle. For example, Robert Capa, one of the most well known WWII 
photographers, was on the beaches oCNormandy during the D-Day invasion. There were three 
organizations in charge ofcensorship during World War II. The first "vas the Office of 
Censorship, headed by Byron Price. Instead afforcing news media to eensor photographs, they 
explained why certain things should not be printed. The media indeed sa\\' good reason to keep 
certain images from  the public and complied with censorshipll. The second censorship 
committee was the military itself. The military was more strict and kept things out ofthe media 
that could possibly hinder a mission or give too much information to the enemy. For example. 
right before D-Day. photographs ofsome of the men had  to have their unit patches etched out 
before they could be published. The final  group was the Office of War Information, headed by 
Elmer Davis. In September of 1943, Davis argued with the government and successfully fought 
to allow images of  dead soldiers Lo  be published. Throughout the war, Davis sought to  tell the 
public as much as he could about the war, while still keeping within the  boundaries of  not 
revealing information that would make the troops unsafe. He did not want the press to be a propaganda tool I ' . OveralL censorship faded as the Second World War was [ought. It began Ihe 
process that would lead to zero censorship by the time the Vietnam War was fought In the \9605 
and early 19705. 
Thousands ofpictures depicting the Vietnam War were printed in magazines, 
newspapers, and books. As was mentioned previously, Ihese prints had become more graphic 
since the censorship rules had cased. One aspect of the war that differed from other wars \vas 
among photojournalists and the lack of censorship. The only censorship of  any kind was 
enforced by the military. However, their censorship was limited to combat photographers. 
military soldiers whose assignment it was to photograph the war instead of  fighling, and \\ hI) 
thus needed to follow the military's wishes as to which photographs were acceptable. These 
photographers were assigned to a unit. He ate, foughl, and li\ed with the soldiers. All of  his 
photographs were property of the military, which sometimes chose to destroy the photos ralh<:'f 
than print them or keep them. Contrary to  the combat photographer, the photojoumaJi~t chose 
when he or she would go Ollt and where to go and who would be photographedlQ. He or she 
could print anything photographed, provided he or she had the magazine or newspaper or 
publishing company willing to print those photographs. In some cases Magnum Photos provided 
the place for some of  these photographers to print their work. World \Var Il was Ihe most destructive war the world had ever seen. Part ofthc blame for 
World War Jl  can be  found within the end of World War I and the unfair treatment of Germany 
by the other European [lowers. After World War L Europe entered into a depression that 
continued into the 19305 leaving the opportunity for;l new dictator, Adolf Hitler. to come to 
power by promismg an end to  the hard times for Gemlan citizens and the superior race. Hitler 
began slowly laking olier area countries, starting with Austria in 1938. Next, he took control over 
Czechoslovakia. Britain and France meanwhile did not want another major war. and therefore 
attempted to only lake insignificant diplomatic measures 10 get Hitler 10 stop. It was not until 
Germany invaded Poland on September I, 1939 that Britain and France declared war on 
Germany. The Soviet Union, meanwhile, had signed a secrel nonaggression pact with Gennany 
and invaded a [lortiOU of Poland as well. 
In  1940, German troops invaded Norway. Denmark, the Netherlands, Belgium. ,md 
Luxembourg be/ore turning their attention to Frallce. On June 14,  1940, Gennan troops entered 
Paris. German troops eutering France, Photograph courtesy of AP Archi'ves 
British troops had already evacuated themselves back to Great Britain. Germany then 
began the continual bombing ofBritain in the attempts 10 weaken them enough for an  invasion. 
The Italians, meanwhile, began fighting against the British in North Africa, with the help of 
German troops. 
A few mistakes were made that caused the eventual downfall of the countries that made 
up what became known as the Axis. and thus the eventual end of World War 11.  These countries 
consisrcd ofGemlany, Japan, and Italy. Hitlcrmade one of the first mistakes \vhen he turned his 
back on the agreement with the Soviet Union, and  instead invaded the Soviet Union, bringing 
them into the conniet and fighting a war on two fronts. The second mistake \\<lS made by Japan 
when it bombed Pearl Harbor December 7, 1941. 
Explosion of the USS Shaw at Pearl Harbor, Photograph courtesy of AP Archives 
The boost in American pride brought about by this attack brought the United States into 
the war with full  support of  the American pUblic.  Despite the original success by the Japanese in the Pacific  th<:lt  caused Americans to lose many of the holds on islands, the United States held on 
and eventually turned the war around. 
The Allics. consisting of  the United States, Sovict Union, Great Britain. and the free 
troops in  Fr<:lnce. began their offensive move into North Africa. They would eventually drive up 
from  North Africa through Italy. On June G,  1944. Allied troops including troops from Canada, 
landed on the beach in Nonnandy to begin their thrust inward to free France and reach Gennany. 
~-' 
D-Day photograph by Robert Capa 
The Soviet Union, meanwhile had repressed the original German thrust into Russia, 
leaving the Germans battling on two fronts. The Battle of  the Bulge was the last major offensive 
attempt by the Gennans. The Allies, at great cast 10 the German forces, repelled it. On April 30, 
1945, Hitler committed suicide. On May 7. 1945 the GenTIan High Command surrendered, and 
the next day was declared Victory in Europe Day. As Allied troops entered into German 
occupied areas. they discovered the concentration camps in which millions of  Jews and other 
groups were forced 10 live in horrid conditions before being murdered. The dead at Nordhausen concentralion camp, Photograph courtesy of AP Archives 
Victory in  Japan did not come until September 2, 1945. Despite its early successes in the 
\Var.  .lapan's luck eventually turned sour. The American troops island hopped, reclaiming lost 
islands. However, despite its many losses, Japan continued to fight. It was nol until the atomic 
bomhs were dropped on Hiroshima on August 6 and Nagasaki on August 9 that the Japanese 
were willing to admit complete deieat. Atomic Bomb explosion, Photograph courtesy of AP Archives 
The emperor of  Japan surrendered on August 15. 1945, ending the largest war in human history. Unlike most ""ars in  \lihich the United States participated, the Vietnam War nc'\er had an 
official declaration of  war nor a start date. Conflict had been brewing for years and the Unitcd 
States '\vas allowing itself to become involved. Their main goal within Vietnam was to  stop the 
spread ofeommunism from North Vietnam to South Vietnam and ultimately all of Southeast 
Asia. 
In August of 1964, the event known as the Gut f or  Tonkin incident escalated the potential 
for US  involvement in Vietnam. According to  reports. there was an attack by the North 
Vietnamese on an .<\.merican destroyer. the USS Maddox. which was found to be within 
llltemational waters. A couple ofdays later. the USS Maddox reported a second attack along 
\\Jlh the USS Turner JtJY. another American destroyer that had come to the aid of  the liSS 
Maddox. These incidents raIsed a cry in Congress and led to  Ihe passing of  the Gulf of  Tonkin 
Resolution, which allowed the president to militarily support any country within Southeast .Asia 
v,"hose government was in danger from communism. What the resolution allowed was for the 
commItment of troops, by the president, without a fonnal declaration ofwar. It was from this 
resolution that the presidents, starting with Lyndon B. Johnson, were legally capable of sending 
all  the troops to Vietnam. 
On March 2, 1965, the United States launched bombers against targets in North Vietnam. 
This was not being done ou! of direct retaliation, but rather to defeat the North Vietnamese and 
end the increasing spread of communism. This began Ihe almost daily bombings of North 
Vietnam that was originally known as Rolling Thunder. Tbe goal was to slow the supply ofamlS 
and men from North Vietnam from reaching South Vietnam and the Viet Congo On September II, 1965, the first  full  division, 1st Air Calvary Division, arrived in Vietnam. Official United 
States involvement had begun. 
Unlike many other wars, the Vietnam War was not a series of major battles. Instead, iL 
was largely a series of engagements and  skimlishes hehveen the Viet Cong, United States, 
ARVN, and North Vietnamese troops. The Viet Cong or VC were South Vietnamese that were 
pro-communist and fighting to unite South Vietnam with North Vietnam under a communist 
government. ARVN was the name given to the official South Vietnamese army. The United 
Slates had two goals: attrition and secondly, they worked on winning the hearts and minds of the 
South Vietnamese population. First they wanted to wear down the North Vietnamese and destroy 
their morale. This was done largely through the continual bombing of North Vietnam. Winning 
the heans and minds of the people dealt with the people of South Vielnam. The soldiers helped 
the people with basic aspects of  their life to show that democracy was the better fom1  of 
government. 
A typical skirmish in the war consisted of US troops being engaged by VC or North 
Vietnamese troops known as NVA  Eventually, the US troops would call for air suppon, which 
would arrive and bomb the Viet Cong or North Vietnamese Army. The US troops would then be 
free to continue moving. There was however, one significant battle was known as the Tct 
offensive. It was actually a series of  battles fought in provincial and district capitals along with 
major cities. The Tet offensive resulted in consequences for both North Vietnam and the United 
Slates. First, despite sending 70,000 NV into South Vietnam for the attack on the South 
Vietnamese cities, the North Vietnamese Army still failed to take over and hold any of the cities. However, despite the technical win, the Uniled States suffered a damaging loss in  the form of 
self-esteem. Large parts of the Tet offensive were live on TV and  the media was reporting with a 
clearly pessimistic nature. This led to further lowering of the morale of the American public. 
There was even fighting in the US embassy. which made the American public wonder how 
secure South Vietnam was iftroops could tight in all the major cities including inside the US 
embassy. 
As the war progress, the US aUempted to give more control to South Vietnamese lroopS. 
In  1969, US  troops slowly began pulling out of Vietnam. However, it was not  until  I()7J, on 
March 29tb, that the last US troop omdaHl' left Vietnam. In the beginning oCboth World War II  and the Vietnam War, Americans were largely 
supportive oCthe troops. Photographs oCthe fighting soldiers, the wounded, and  the war v.·cre 
provided to give the American public an understanding of  both thc Jife of the soldier and evcnts 
occurring in a place far from home. In both World War II  and  the Vietnam War, magazines and 
newspapers originally portrayed soldiers in good light. This even includcd photographs ofthc 
wounded. As the wars progressed, reactions began to changc and people wanted differcnt types 
ofphotographs. They wanted the truths of the wars.  For example, during World War II, 
Americans became tired of the happy pictures 0 f recovering wounded. They wanted realities. In 
the Vietnam War, the public hegan seeing images ofbrokcnhearted soldiers and civilians from 
Vietnam. Because oflhe Jitlerences between these lWO wars and the reasons why we werc 
fighting in each war, reactions from  the American public werc mixed, but either way. they 
wanted to see the tl1Jth.  While we can never truly IulO""  the minds ofevery American, based on 
the continual display' ofthcse photographs. the more gruesome image is what the public "vanted 
to continue seeing. In  World War II, the early rhotographs ofa typical American soldier who had seen action 
nOimally showed a disabled ex-serviceman that was smiling, supported by a compassionate 
nurse or family member. The photograph helow was first published in L!fe on September 3. 
1945. The man, Ralph Neppel, won the Congressional Medal of  Honor and is being kissed by his 
fiance in  the photograph. Photographs depicting these happy wounded veterans were part ofan 
attempt to  make it appear to the American public that even if you were wounded in the line of 
duty. life was still good. Many photographs of the wounded showed them being cared for by 
smiling pretty nurses. During World War II and early in  the Vietnam War, these photographs 
also helped depict the image that soldiers were tough guys, capable of  being wounded while still 
continuing to live a full  life-'-. 
The World War n image ofa soldier portrayed a manly combatant who was defending 
his homeland with the support ofhis fellow Americans in lhe military. He was strong, 
determined, hardy, and a part of a team effort. This image was displayed in the morale boosting 
exhibit in early 1942 "Road 10 Victory." Put together by Edward Steichen and captioned by Carl Sandburg, the exhibit portrayed images from  pre-Pearl Harbor of  a '"contemporary portrait of 
America~!"  to images ofstrong soldiers smiling confidently?  There were no scenes ofcombat or 
dead soldiers, but rather respected everyday heroes who were calmly stepping into their neVi 
li\'eS. 
In similar regards, some of the early Vietnam War images depicted soldiers helping the 
civilians of  South Vielnam rather than images ofcombat. In April of 1965, for example, Lile 
magazine ran a story about a soldier that included many photographs of him lounging around in 
Vietnam. Photographs showed him playing cards, his guitar, and O1:erall having a good timc('. 
Other magazines had similar pictures. Time had a photograph ofsoldiers serving food to orphans 
on Christmas. Similar to World War II, photographs displayed soldiers as being strong and 
tough. However, as will later be demonstrated, Vietnam was morc about the individnal soldier. 
These soldiers were able to show fear, depression, and other ncgativc reactions, something the 
World War II soldier should not displal 
Despite these early images of the peaceful side of the  \.\. ar and of the strong, indestructibk 
soldier, times changed, though the reasons for it in both the wars were different. During World 
War II, Americans began to tire of the happy pictures and wanted to see the true side of the war. 
Similarly, in the Vietnam War, Americans wanted to see the realities ofthe war. However, this 
was not always out of  support. In  many instances they disagreed with the war and wanted to 
know what was really going on and ifthe American govenmlent ...... as lying or hiding things from 
the public. In both wars, the fLghting went on for at least a few  years. The American people may 
have \vanted to see the truth in how their sons or fathers or brothers were living and fighting 
across the sea. "A picture is \\orth a thousand words." This quote has been repealed many !imes over the 
years by a variety ofpcople. In man)' cases it is true.  A picture shows more details than a person 
can describt:.  But in some cases, a photograph can imply something or be taken Ollt of context. 
Any photograph is the shot of  one instant, one tiny sliver oftime, when everything else that 
happened or is going 10  happen is ignored. A photograph captures one view, ignoring the 
surroundings. It is the photographer who decides what to capture on  film. ignoring what might be 
happening behind him, to the right of him, etc. In a sense a photograph is a manipulation in the 
way the actual cvents will be seen by people who werc not there lo witness them. 
Both World War II  and the Vietnam War had photographs taken from thaI ern. that were 
interpreted incorrcctly or did not show the whole story. Captions in newspapers or magazines ill 
which these photographs appeared helpen further the misconceptions or even creatcd them. In 
addition, some of the5e photographs became famo1l5 and took on new meaning. They became 
s}7Ilbols ofsomething more, instead ofjust being another way to show the happenings ofa 
particular event. The photograph ean end up showing one completely true image without 
requiring any bat:kground knowledge and still give an idea to the American public that is not an 
accurate representation of the events or peoplc being portrayed. Raising of the Flag at Iwo Jima Photographed by Joe Rosenthal 
On February 23, 1945. Rosenthal photographed a Pulitzer Pr;Le v.'inning photograph that 
would become one of  the most well known images from World War II.  However, while the 
photograph of the flag being raised over (wo lima became a symbol of  inspiration, it does not tell 
the whole story. When simply analYling Ihe photograph, it portrays a glimpse of hope. It 
captures a triumphant America raising high its victory symbol from the rubble. It depicts a 
powerful United States. Thc presenting of the stars and stripes would certainly be a morale 
booster for the troops. However, a little research into the circumstances behind the picturc are 
not quite as inspiring. The flag raising Rosenthal photographed was actually the second time that 
day the flag had been raised, and the third time overall a flag was raised over Iwo lima. The first 
flag raised had been too small and hoisted during the battle of Iwo Jima before victory was even 
assured. It was indeed put up  to help with morale. Days later, on February 23, a group of soldiers 
wcre sent to the top of Mount Suribachi to hoist a larger flag. as Rosenthal followed to capture 
an image. On their first attempt, however, they placed the nag on the pole incorrcctly. Roscnthal happened to arrive just before the second attempt that day. He was incredibly lucky that he made 
it there in time anLl  thallhe lighting \....as perfect, a wind was blowing, flml  he WflS in such a 
perfect positionll,Ifthe flag had  been raised correctly earlier in the day, Rosenthal would not 
have been on time to capture the image. He came just in time for the second time the flag was 
raised on Februflry 21, and the third Lime overall. Rosenthal's photograph has become a historical 
symbol. The image has been made into a monument for the marines, Knowing the  back-story, it 
can be seen that this photograph technically is not a historical image in (he strict sense of  the 
word. The events were restaged, 
Shooting ofthe prisoner during the Tet offensive Photographed by Eddie Adams 
In February 1968, Eddie Adams captured one of  the most famous images of the Vietnam 
War, in which the chief of South Vietnam's national police force, Brigadier General Nguyen 
Ngoc Loan, shot a North Vietnamese prisoner til the head in  what would become a Pulitzer Prize 
winning photograph. Accompanying this photograph was televised footage; however il is this image that eaptured the shooting that remains memorable. This picture depieted of the atrocity of 
killing an unarmed prisoner, that was committed by a South Vielnamese soldier, who was our 
ally during the war. It represented the atrocities of war, of what we Americans were doing. Some 
United States citizens were not very shocked or outraged after the image appeared in major 
newspapers, simply because there had been images ofNorth Vietnamese who had done worsc2. 
However, there were many Americans who condemned the war and this photograph was simply 
another example ofthe horrors being committed. It became one of the symbols of all that was 
wrong with the war. People focused on the  fact that Loan shot an unarmed prisoner, which is 
~xactly  what Adam's photograph portrayed. They did not know the whole story. In truth, after he 
shot the prisoner, Loan walked up to Adams and said, "They killed many of your people and 
many of my men.Z" It was rumored that some of Loan's family had been killed during the 'fet 
OffensLve, which could have been another reaSU!1  for Loan's aggressive action. Whatever th", 
reason for shooting the prisoner, Loan possibly did not deserve to  be seen as a horrible person. 
Even Adams defended him when he stated, "Photographs, you know, they're half-truths...  thaL·s 
only one side..He was fighting our war, not their war, our war, and ...all the blame is Ull this 
guy.';;-" 
People create assumptions when looking at photographs, including the two above. These 
assumptions about Rosenthal's and Adams's photographs start to reflect the war in which the 
photograph was taken. The flag being raised shows the pride Americans had in their country 
during World War II.  It reflects the heroism and courage soldiers displayed that would result in 
victory. The photograph urthe prisoner being shot, however, displays the atrocities of the 
Vietnam War,  It shows some of the corruption and untair treatment to people during that war. Both photographs described above have become symbols of World War II  and the Vietnam War. 
As s:vmbols, the photographs have taken on new meaning and  lost what actually happened. The 
photographer captured only specific items in the photograph. In  Rosenthal's image, he did not 
sho\','  the marines setting up defenses or milling around in the background. If he had, the image 
may not have had  the same effect of inspiration and pride it created. In the same way. Adams's 
photograph did not show what the Viet Cong had done to  the South Vietnamese. In  fact. it did 
not show any fighting at  all.  It simply showed the prisoner with a look of  agony and sadness 
seconds before he was shot. In the baekground was another soldier simply looking at the police 
chief and the prisoner. The streets were deserted and there was no  evidence of any fighting that 
had taken place. This image, therefore, has become a symbol of  the inhumanity and barbarism of 
the Vietnam War. By leaving out the other aspects of the photograph. the photographer has taken 
away the exact historical context. History looks at all aspects and sees how things relate to one 
anothcr. It concentrates on events alTecting other events. This is lost in these photographs. The 
.... iewer does not see any image other than what the photographer chose to show, and therefore 
does not give the whole historical slory. These might be symbols of the war, but the photographs 
in no way explain the whole aspects of the war. In some cases. <l  picture can show a completely true image that is not misrepresented or 
misinterpreted and still give an idea to the Amclican public that is not entirely factual. According 
to  the book IlIfrodll('liolllO Photograph, doeumentary photogTaphy "uses a highly charged and 
controlled photographic space. Far from being a 'witness,' it is often a director of the way events 
are seen,"!'" For example, later in the Vietnam War a photograph appeared in  Newsweek on 
January II, 1971, that sho\ved two GIs smoking pot'. An article desclibing the drug use in 
Vietnam accompanied it. The photograph implied an image to the public that all soldiers in 
Vietnam used drugs. While it was true that drug use y· ... as  rampant in Vietnam, not every soldier 
engaged in this activity. TIle number of military personnel who used drugs was estimated to be 
around 40 percent. While that number may be high, the image of an American GI  smoking pot 
was not an accur<lte portrayal of the majority of the troops. MacArthur on the l:::rounds or Government House 
During World War 11.  there were pholognlphs that implied a false imagf'Jus! as in  the 
Vietnam War. General MacArthur was a major player in these photographs. MacArthur enjoyed 
being in the spotlight and often used his position 10 ensure he gal an abundance or press 
coverage and the good reflection he wanted. He would often have photographs taken and printed 
with the impression ofhim doing a heroic task. For instance, the picture below was printed with 
a caption that implied MaeArthur was in a "tropic wilderness" personally fighting the Japanese. 
In reality, he \I.·as standing on the grounds of Govemment House in New Guinea. 
MacArthur wading ashore Photograph by Carl M.rdans for Life magazine 
Another example ofa misguided image is seen in this photograph when: Gelleral 
MacArthur appears to be leading his troops who were gelling ready to go into the thick of fighting.  In actuality, he was at a training ramp on the island of Australia where no  fighting was 
taking place
1
-. This photograph is another example of MacArthur staging a photograph to display 
a strong positive image. He gives the impression of having conquered a place and was wading 
through the water to hurry onto land to continue giving commands. The boat was perfectly 
capable or landing on shore. MacAr1hur, however, knew the photographer was on shore and 
wanted a more dramatic photograph that implied a more heroic commandcr. 
During Vietnam, a similar instance ofwrong imagc was shown. However, instead of 
using photographic manipulations to make someone look heroic, protesters of the war used 
specifiC methods to create a sympathy factor. The Vietnam Veterans Against the War would 
often display disabled servicemen giving Ihis image that if you go to Vietnam you are very likely 
to return a (.Tipple. The VVAW believed the disabled veterans "showed vividly what Vietnam 
was doing to Amencan soldiers2." It also sent out a message that all Vietnam Veterans were 
against the \\ ar.  While many soldiers came back wounded or killed, there were many others that 
came back whole. The same is true for veterans protesting the war. Some did. some did not. A 
large group of people cannot be lumped into one category, something the photographic image 
might portray to people. Bill Henshaw, a disabled Vietnam veteran. Photograph courtesy of Wisconsin Historical 
Society 
JusL  as  \vith World War II, Vietnam photographs were manipulated. While we cannot 
know ifthe Vietnam Veteran in the phOiograph displayed above chose no!  Lo smile and instead 
gave a sadder rendition of  his plight, the photographer certainly manipulated the surroundings. 
He chose to take and use the photograph and use the photograph in which the veteran was not 
smiling while those around him were. At the same time, the veteran is  in a wheelchair that is 
being held hy another man, furthering this image that the veteran is helpless and needs the 
support of  others in order to go anywhere. There may have been hundreds ofother photographs 
on the photographer's roll of  film thai showed the veteran smiling or on hIS own. However, those 
photographs would not have given an  image of the Vietnam Veteran heing helpless and 
distraught after coming home from  the war. While this photograph is historically accurate, it 
manipulates the viewer into seeing one side of  the issue and does nol address anything else. As was demonstrated above,  in  the cases of World War II  and  the Vietnam War, some 
photographic images were used to the advantages of individuals or groups. These photographs 
were used to show a particular image even ifit could send the wrong message to the American 
public. Like the images of the flag being raised over Iwo Jima and the shooting of the Viet Cong 
captive, these photographs became symbols. However, in this case, they were symbols not of  the 
war as a whole, but of  the soldiers or indIViduals fighting in  the war. We like to think 
photographs give an objeetive glimpse of history. However, they can actually be used to show 
something at a particular angle in such a way as to give a message, whether this is intentionally 
done by the photographer or not.  This choosing of the angle and what is shown is part of a 
photographer's role. He or she gets to decide what is shown and hm\-' people will see these 
photogrJphs. However, even the photographer's attempts at showing a particular message might 
be distorted. 
In other cases, the subject of the photograph can create an image. This was true of 
General MacArthur during World \-Var II. The military likes to be seen in a good light. 
MacAnhur was a genius at making himself be seen as larger than life in a photographic image. 
Carl Mydans, the photographer who took the photograph of MacAnhur wading ashore stated of 
the general, "No oue I have ever known...had a better understanding ofthe drama and power of 
a picture:' As was stated previously, MacAnhur knew Mydans was on shore taking photographs. 
He knew wading ashore would look more heroic and impressive to the American public than 
simply stepping off the ship onto dry land. Even his photograph taken  in  Australia was a 
manipulation. By saying it was a part of the '"wilderness" he was showing the American public 
that he was doing all he could to fight the Japanese who had bombed the United States at Pearl Harbor. Again. it was a manipulation or the scene. Because or thc manipulation, the photograph 
is not historical proof of  what it claims to be showing. That photograph cannot be looked at years 
later by a historian as proofthat MacArthur personally fought the Japanese in a "tropic 
\vilderness." Baby in a Box Photograph taken by Chick Harrity and courtesy of AP 
··Baby in  a Box" was a photograph from  the Vietnam War that insrircd 
Americans to help a Vietnamese child, and thus get involved in the war on a personal 
leveL Unlike many photographs from  this time. it did  not display the war or peorle dying. 
It simply sho....·ed the suffering of  a South Vietnamese boy who had to beg 011  the streets 
ofSaigon for himself and his sister. However, while this is not a combat shot, the poverty 
is a rcsult oflhe war. This photograph touched the hearts ofAmericans when it  was first 
published in American newspapers. The girl, Tran Thie Het Nhanny, was brought to  the 
United States to correct a congenital heart defect. It was this photograph taken by Chick 
Harrity that moved the hearts of Americans to raise the money 10 make it  possible to 
bring the girl over to  undergo the surgery. Tran wa.o:; adopted by an American family and 
stayed in the United StateslQ. Ifit were not for the photographer and his ability [Q capture 
the emotions in  the scene, the little girl  might have died. Ghetto up.-ising Photograph courtesy of AP 
Compare the "Baby in a Box" to one of  the most inspirational photographs from 
World War II  that was taken during the uprising of the Jews in the Warsaw Ghetto. This 
photograph is ofa boy with his hands raised surrendering to the Nazis. Again. this 
photograph does not display combat or the dying from the war. Instead. 1\  shows the 
effects on a spe<:ific group of civilians. During the Nuremberg Trials following World 
War II, this photograph was used as evidence against SS General Stroop by showing that 
the Jev"s were rounded up and sent to concentration camps where many were murderedl!l.. 
The fact that the photographer chose a child as his subject was to again play on the 
emotions of those who saw the photograph. To murder a child is an atroei(y and should 
result in a slriet sentence. 
Looking at these two photographs and what lhey ultimately brought about, one 
can see many differences. For instance, the Vietnam photograph affected Americans 
directly and caused them to help out one little girl. The World War II photograph brought a reaction after the war to something outside the average American controL  However, 
there are some major similarities. Firsl, hoth photographs display families, centering on a 
little hoy and  his sad plight in the ",·ar. The World War 11  photograph depicts a helpless 
look on the boy's dirty face. The Vietnam photograph displays the bOy;JS a dirty, sad, 
helpless boy who cares for his sister. Both photographs raised awareness to situations. 
y"... hIJe many people in the United States were against the Vietnam War by the time this 
photugraph came out, it did inspire AmeTICl:lnS to sho\',' compassion for one Vietnamese. 
It also showed the plight of  the Vietnamese orphans. The World War 1I photograph gave 
proof of what was happening to the leV·iS in Europe during the war.  It was used to help 
convict some Nazis of  their crimes against the Jews. Finally, both photog:raphs serve as a 
historical reminder to people today ofhoth inspiration and eruelty. The \"':orld  War II 
photograph is a reminder and example of the cruelly the Jews went through so that we 
may never forget the Holocaust. It is also a memory ofcourage displayed by these Jews 
in the Warsl:lw Ghetto since tbey revolted against the Nazis. "Baby in a Box" serves to 
remind people of the suffering oflhe citizens ofa country during war.  It also serves as a 
reminder of the goodness of the Americans who raised money for the little girl. 
While the photographer of  "Baby in a Box" was being presented his lifetime 
achievement award by the White House News Photographers' Associalion, President 
George W. Bush said, "When people think of  historic events, they don't usually 
remember the words ... they remember the images. One photo may not tell us the entire 
truth, but it gives us a piece oflhe truth ... a glimpse of  history, and that's important 
workL That is what these two images have done. They give people a glimpse ofthe C,1 situation that happened, and they arc images people do not forge I.  Both photographers 
took images of depressed and helpless looking people. which is whal moves the hearts of 
many people. People are not neces.sarily going. to look at photographs of  smiling, happy 
people and think that the people in the photograph need help.  By displaying the suffering 
and  utter sadness, the above photographs have caught a glimpse of history as President 
Bush said.  History is not only about the ftlcts and events that occurred. It does not just 
include the soldiers and leaders who played out these wars. It  is just as important to 
remember how these events affected the people of the land. The photographs catch the 
emotions of  some of the victims from  World War II and  the Vietnam War. They arc not 
images ofjust the soldiers for that would Imply the only people in  \'oar who are affected 
arc .iust  the soldiers. These photographs show the sufferings of  the ci"i1ians and people 
cauglH ill  the war. They are a glimpse into a historical side ofthe war outside of the 
soldier. As has been rnentloned. World War II  and the Vielrlarn \,tar were Lhe two most 
photographed wars.  Many famous photographers came from  these wars. Often they \vere 
employed by the major magazines of the lime:  Life. Time, and Newsweek. However, one 
similarity between the two wars was the use of combat photographers. These were soldiers who 
actnally foughl alongside their comrades, capturing the hUllles and the wounded on lilm. Some 
even lost their lives. During World War II  and  the Vietnam War, soldiers were attache~i to  units 
that \Vere employed to take photographs. In other eases, some soldiers voluntarily took 
photographs. 
One of the interesting aspeets ofthe photographs of a soldier or combat photographer is 
that they are often more gruesome than images from civilian photographers. This is not \0 say 
that photographers \vho \vorked for the major magazines or \vho were not a part of combat units 
were inferior. In many cases, the civilian photographers had to take pictures that \vould sell. 
Civilian photographers during World War II were limited by censorship as well. Comhat 
photographers' only censorship was the military. Therefore, while many combat photographers' 
photographs were not seen during the war due to the censorship issue, many photographs were 
printed years after the war. For example, Haeberle's photographs were printed well aner the My 
Lai massacre actually LOok place. The same is true of Pallon's photographs. These were printed 
almost fifty-five years aner the end of World War II)!,  Photographers who were soldiers saw 
parts of  war that were only experienced by the soldiers. In many cases, they saw death on a daily 
basis. Soldiers saw the boring aspects of war as well as the hardships, and so captured a side of 
the war DO[ experienced by the average civilian photographer. At the same time, civilian 
photographers were able to travel more and experience different parts ofthe war that the combat photographer \VaS not ahle to experience. So far.  the majority of  images displayed In this \vebsite 
have been from civilian photographers. Therefore, it  IS  importam to dedicate some space to 
combat photographers. 
(Top) Patton overlooking his troops 
}\ 
(Bottom)AII that is left of a frozen German soldier 
General George S. Patton photographed World War II as he saw it. He was not a commissioned combal photographer whose only ,ioh was to  take photographs. Howe\ e:r.  he ""as a 
general in  the ljniLed  StaLes army. He was able: to give an image of the \var that the a\ eragc 
soldier may not have alv.'ays seen. The two images displayed on this page that were taken by 
Patton show two ditTcrent aspects of  the war. In one photograph there are men sitting in a partial 
trench, one man  looking through binoeulllrs. This is the average soldier going llhoUl all everyday 
task. Patton photographed his soldiers doing these tasks. Most of the time people take 
photographs they sec as being significant. To Patton, soldiers doing their menial tasks WllS 
important enough for hIm  to want to  take a photograph to serve as a memory. Upon lookmg at 
this photograph \vithollt knowing the photographer or the context, it would be hllrd  10 place the 
photograph or even see the point of  shooting a picture of men looking through binoculars. It is 
therefore imp0I1am  to  see this photograph as a combat photograph and to knO\\  Lhe 
photographer. As Miles Orvell states in his American Photography, "Ifwe want to  understand a 
photograph historically, then we need to pay special attention to its purpose and {unction \vithin a 
given cultural Tlllltrix Iii." To understand this photograph, we have to know Patton's role, the time 
period of the photogrllph, and why he would want to  take this photograph. The answer to  thaI 
final question may be that he wanted to remember his troops or remember his command. The 
viewer will never know Patton's full reason for taking the image since we cannot read his mind. 
All the viewer can take from the photograph is the historical context we are given. Maybe Patton 
viewed the soldier looking through the binoculars to be an extremely important role of  the 
soldier that the public rarely sees. Often the soldier is always thought ofas protecting their 
country, shOaling the gun. What about all  the times they protected by just keeping a watchful 
eye? Is that not Important as well? Maybe Patten mCllnt this photograph to signify the soldiers 
watching ovcr Ihe American people as our protector. Whatever Patton's goals may have been, his photographs g.i\e us an Image of the war from  his angle. 
This leads 10  the second photograph ofPallon·s. When he wrote to his wife about this 
photograph he t:xpressed his sadness al  being unable to have taken this photograph using colored 
film  for it would havc shown the "pale claret color" more clearly. This photograph is  fairly 
disturbing enough without the added effecL of eolor. As will be mentioned later. colored 
photographs can ereate a more visual and haunting photograph for it displays more lifelike 
details. What makes this photograph so significant is  lhe use ofa dead body in a gruesome 
position. The censorship during World War II  did not allow for single dead bodics to be 
displayed. By heing a general in the amI)'. Patton would have seen dead bodies regularly. To 
him, [hesc dcad hodies were important to photograph. for if  they were not he never would hnve 
taken this and oLller photographs. Frank Kessler photographed World War II  as \\-ell.  He was an average soldier in  the army who 
sLored the photographs his unit's photographers look. These photographs \VCTC ""No public 
relations pictures here. intended to glorify baltle ilnd rally support. These were Ihe up-close 
snapshots of the dir1y, damp, and disheveled men III the ritle companies and tank  unjts.~"  The 
photograph displayed here depicts soldiers alter D-Day setting up the supplies on the beaches. 
They are going about their nonnal, everyday routines. These combat photographs are not meant 
to shoek and appall the American public. These combat photographs serve as reminders to the 
men who served.  It  is a memory of  their life inlhc amlY. That is their historical context. The 
photographers were in Ihe anny and for them everyday tasks and the dead were important 
enough to be remembered. Troops after D-Day 
One of the most famous eombat photographers was Ronald L.  Haeberle. He was the 
soldier during the Vietnam War that photographed the My Lai massaere. My Lal was a hamlet in 
which civilians \-vere slaughtered by [he United States Army on March 16,  1968. As Haeberle put 
it, ''I'd seen Vielnamese people with their goods on their back, you know. that's their normal 
way of  going to  market in the morning, and  all of  a sudden the GIs open up on them. When we 
got to the bodies we could sec they were nothing bUI civilians. I started to  take plcturesW"  As 
was previously mentioned, the anny was able 10 censor the photographs taken by their combat 
photographers. As can be seen from the photographs below, the My Lai  photographs elearly 
showed the negative side of  the United States Army. So why would the anny allow Haeberle to 
print these photographs? Civilians seconds before they were shot Haeberle regularly carried two eameras: the army-issued 35mm Leica and his own 35mm 
Nikon, which took the colored photographs)!). As was nonnal, Haeberle turned in his black and 
white photographs to  the army and stored his own film  away. My Lai was hidden from the publie 
eye for over a year. Newspapers got wind of  the story and the persecution of  one of the 
commanders. However, it was when Haeberle sold Lhe rights of his colored photographs to  Life 
that the American public fully acknowledged and saw the horrors of  My Lal. Written stories are 
not enough. It was these photographs that shocked the American naLion1. The fact that the 
photographs were in color may have added to  the outrage. The world is not in black and white. 
When the viewer can actually see the added details ofcolor, it makes the images more real and 
sometimes appalling. For example, when looking al the image of  the man with his two boys you 
can see blood on the legs of the little hoy. The blood is a red contrast to the white ground. The 
blood pops out at the viewer. Tbere is no doubt as  Lo what that dark spot  is on the boy's leg, 
unlike a vaguer image that you would see in black and white. These photographs were the work or a combat pholographeL A civilian photographer may never have heen  witness to an act such 
as My Lai. Because the combat photGgrapher was a pan orthe ann)'. he saw it all. 
A man and two young boys shot down by Gis as Haeberle watched (Top left) "Haeberle remembers that when the American troops fired at these two little boys. 'the 
older one fell  on the little ODe as if to protect him. Then the guys finished them off.''' 
(Bottom Left) People have often compared the Vietnam War to  the War ill  Iraq. bur it  is not often 
compared to  World War II.  For that reason, people might wonder why I chose to compare 
photographs from  these two time periods. How'ever, as was staled in  the introduction, World War 
II and the Vietnam War were the two most photographed wars. The di fferences in  the wars are 
one of the things that make it so intriguing to attempt comparisons. 
In  the course of my research I came across the quote, "An event known through 
photographs certainly becomes more real  them  it  would have been if  one had never seen the 
photographsl~."  This quote sums up my idea perfectly. Photographs make events more real for 
people. They provide details and a "'isual reference point for events. At the same time, people 
have to  be aware of ho\-\' to interpret these photographs, for as the website showed ideas can be 
misconstrued. Or, photographs can become symbols. Photographs thLlI  take 011  the status of 
symbols need to  be analyzed further. One photograph eannOi accurately depict the entire concept 
of, as  in  thc case of this website, a war. So \vhile some pholographs can he misconstrued, others 
can become symbols, both of  which need to be analyzed further to  find the truth. 
This website is not simply about comparing the photographs. It is an attempt to bring to 
people's attemion the importance of  photographs when learning history and the ability to 
interpret these photographs. As a Social Studies Education major at Ball State, I h(lve learned the 
importance of  teaching students ahout analyzing primary sources, especially photographs. It \-I,-as 
\','ith this in mind that I created this website. The photographs I used are available 10 anyone in 
the public. Some of the more famous photographs have been seen by millions ofpeop!e and are 
easily recognized. However, it is important to take a second and deeper look at these 
photographs. In  the course of the website, there is infonnation on how photographs can be 
misleading. By comparing Iwo wars, not only did I show how similar war images could be, I was alSl)  trying ll) show the different photographic interpretation that could be found in any war 
phoLograph.  IL  is  not found simply in a v.ar that was unpopular. ManipulaLion was not only used 
on phoLographs that showed the unpopular side of war. It was not just thl' government trying to 
sho\\  the good side of  the war thal manipulated the photographs for their own agenda. Anyone 
can look  aL  a photograph and interpret ilm a different .....'ay. The photographer. when he takes [he 
picLure  is interpreting the events in a specific way. As Susan Sontag stated. "In deciding how a 
picture should look, in preferring one exposure to another, photob'Taphers arc always imposing 
standards on  their subjeclsl±." The photographer is displaying his own interpretation ofevents he 
\vitnessed. Even the photographers that attempllo only display the truths are still taking 
photographs that have a bit ofthcir own interpretation. "Even .....·hen phl)(ographers are most 
concerned \\ith mirroring reality. they arc still haunted by tacit imperalives of taste and 
consciousi-l." The photographer choose'S al which angle to  take the photograph, what to include 
and exclude, and which of  the hundreds of photographs taken 10 show, hence his own 
interpretation. 
(herall. the website is designed to compare photographs from World War II and the 
Vietnam War. On a deeper level, the website is used to raise awareness of the different 
interpre1ations of photographs. One should take a look at the deeper meanings found within 
photographs, or the deeper objective of the photographer in taking a speci fic photograph. In 
addition. there are two lesson plans teachers might like to use for their classrooms. One is for 
students just beginning to analyze primary sources. The other is for older, more experienced 
students who are capable of  deeper level ofthinking. In thlS segmC"1l1.  there are two lesson plans created. The first, is for  <:l  high school level student 
specifi\.·<:l11y  a student taking United States History. This lesson is more for students who have 
been exposed ll) primary sourC"es before. 
The second lesson is for students in high school. II  is designed as i.l  first look at primary sources. '- Focus SLalclm:1l1 
This Jesson  i::.  Jesigncd for studcllls lit  <..l  hIgh  school level who arc 
studYIng UniteJ Stllles' HistOlY.  The  kSSOll should be given soon aftel 
discussing both \Vorld War II  and the Vidnam War; otherwise lao much 
backgrounJ 1Il101T1lmion will have to  he  ~I\ en,  By  the lime studl.:nts reach 
high schooL they should have been inlrodllC(:d  tn  primary sources.  TJm 
lesson is designed 10  take a deeper look at  somc photographs as pnmaJ) 
sources and dls<.:o\,cr whallypes ofquestions should be asked when an,lly/1!lg 
a pnmary source. 
II.	  Objectm;::s: Students will be able to... 
a  Identify phOlographs as a form  ofpritllar~  sources 
b.	  Identify which questions to ask when analyzIng a primary source 
c.	  Describe some of  the potential problems or looking at a photograph as a 
strict primary source. 
III.	  lndiana Academic Standards 
a.	  United SLates History 7.7: Describe the LlliLcd States' involvement III 
Vietnam and reactions by Americans to  this involvement 
b.	  USH 5.4: Describe Hitler's "fiual solution" policy and identify the Allied 
responses to  the Holocaust. 
c.	  USH.5 .(1:  Identi fy and describe the Impact or World War II  On  Amerlcall 
culture <lnd economic life. 
d.	  USH 9.2: Locate and analyze primary sources and secondary sources 
related to an event or issue of  the P<lsl. 
IV.	  Procedures 
3.	  Introduction 
1.	  Students will read through the background information of  the 
website to  get a refresher of  World \Var II and the Vietnam \\'ar. 
11.	  Students will then browse the rest of the website until they decide 
on a specific page and topic that interests them. 
b.	  Body orthe lesson 
I.	  Students will read the entire page and write a brief paragraph 
describing what they learned. 
11.	  Studems will write down some questions they think should be 
asked when looking at the photographs based on the infoffilatiun 
they learned. 
111.	  Students will bring their paragraph and potential questions \0 thc 
teacher and receive a worksheet on analyzing pbotographs. 
IV.	  Afier answering the questions, students will ,",Tite which questions 
were similar between their questions and the questions on  the 
worksheet. 
c.	  ConclusIon 
I.	  Sludenls will come back togethl.":r as a class. II  They will take (tim" e\.p]'lIning v,'hat Ihey learned 'lild  ~ojng o\er 
their analysIs. 
Ill.	  Students will then dlSl'llSS the benefits ;:md problems \\ IIh usmg 
pholographs as primary sources. 
\tateri3ls
 
J  \Vebslle: mabals.iwch,bsILedu' Thesis
 
h  v...:orksheet (see Jltachmem)
 
VI.	  I'vtelhods of Assessment 
a  Worksheet 
b.	  Paragraph students write 
c.	  Discussion at the end of  class 'lAME. 
1.  What IS the photograph depicting? 
")  Who IDOk  the photogrJph',l  (Name and C0untry oCunginl 
3.  Why was the photographer photographing the war',) 
4.  V/hat is the lJrT1L:  p..::riOl\ of the photograph'? (whal big events ,..'ere going on') J 
5.  What are some pussibly biases ofthe photographer? 
6.  What is the photographer not showing in the photograph? I.  Focus Statement 
This lesson was desi!:,'Tled  to  teach students who have never been exposed to primary sources.  IL 
\vill  first explain what a primary source is. Students \vill  then  look at some of the pbotographs on 
the website and anSI.',"er queslions already created for them. After students complete this lesson, 
they would be ready for  the other lesson found within this website. 
II. Objectives: Sruuents will be able to: 
1.	  Identify primary sources 
b Deseribc a primary source 
c Explain Whlll can be learned from photographs \vhen they are used as a primary source. 
III.  Indiana Academic Standards 
1.	  United States History 7.7: Describe the United States' involvement in Vietnam and 
reactions by Americans to this involvement 
bUSH 5.4: Describe Hitler's "fmal solution" policy and identify the Allied responses to 
the Holocaust. 
2.	  USH 5.6: Identify and describe the impact of World War II on American culture and 
economic life. 
d USH 9.2: Locate and analyze primary sources and secondary sources related to  llil 
event or issue of the past. IV. Procedures 
a.  Introduction 
I.  Students will be asked "'hal a primary source is.  Since most of  them have never \\or).,ed \vllh
 
primary sources befort::.  it \vIIi be more of  guesses.
 
il. Eventually il  \V til  be explained that a primary source IS something taken from Ihe lime period
 
to give historical Informarlon.
 
iii. Students will be asked to  give examples. 
b. Body of  the lesson 
i.  (fphotographs wcre never mentioned, It win be emphasized by the teacher that photographs 
sen'c as a pnmal'y sourcc. 
ii. Students will then look at the website. They will ,""or)...  \\ ith a partner to  explore the­
background infomwtion on World War II. As they read the infonnalion and 100)...  at the 
photographs, students \\ill be asked to explain what each pholograph is showing. 
iii. Students will look al  the background inlorrnation on Vietnam. Without looking at the 
infonnatlOn. students will he asked to  look at the slideshow and write one paragrarh on what 
they learned about Vidnam. 
iv.  Students wililhell read the information on Vietnam and write down some similarities and 
differences. 
c. Conclusion 
i.  The class will come back together and .students will discuss some 0 fthe similaritics and 
difference betv.'een their interpretation of  the Vietnam \Var and the wrillen explanation ofthe 
war. li. Students ..... tll  then he asked whal they can sce as being some problems from only looking al 
photographs (0 explain an event or war. 
V.  Matcrials 
a.  Website mahals. i\veb.bsu.edw'Thesis 
VI.  Mt~thods  of Assessment 
a.  Written explanation by the students 
b.  Discussion at the end of  class Bibliography 
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